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SPECIAL ISSUE ON “3D DATA EVALUATION, RETRIEVAL AND PRIVACY”
3D Data Evaluation, Retrieval and Privacy
Irene Cheng, University of Alberta Canada
locheng@ualberta.ca

In pace with the advancements in interactive
3DTV technology, the content of 3D data
repositories has been evolved rapidly not only
quantitatively but also qualitatively. Emerging
3D data in particular those associated with multiviews and depth information facilitates the
creation of perceptually appealing displays and
animations. The trend in virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR) is towards the
integration of traditional 2D and latest 3D
methodologies to meet the demands in many
industrial and research applications like
advertising, movies, entertainments, social web
such as Second Life, GOOGLE map and so on.
To enhance users’ perceptual experiences
beyond the 2D horizon, many rendering
techniques, such as immersion, stereo and multiviews, have been adopted not only in IMAX
theatres, but also in household commodity
systems. State-of-the-art 3D viewing techniques
have become hot topics in multi-disciplinary
research. Nevertheless, a challenging issue
continues to be improving user perceptual
experience and measuring user satisfaction,
based on which computational model(s) can be
developed for content assessment. The August
2011 E-Letter presented an excellent discussion
on Quality of Experience (QoE). This special
issue is dedicated to the 3D aspect of data
evaluation, retrieval and privacy.
In order to deliver perceptually impressive
content, solely relying on rendering techniques is
not sufficient. Data degradation can be
introduced at any stage along the processing
pipeline, which includes acquisition, synthesis
and processing, compression and transmission
before rendering. The first two papers in this
special issue entitled “Depth estimation using a
single camera-based computational imaging” and
“Depth and multi-view image and video coding:
algorithms and quality issues beyond the ones of
standard image and video compression,”
respectively provide a comprehensive discussion
on how the quality of 3D images can be
improved by using accurately computed depth
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information and the development of 3D camera
technology – multiple color-filter aperture (MCA)
camera. While the first paper presents a novel
approach on depth estimation, the second paper
focuses on the efficient coding of depth
information for 3D view synthesis and multiviews video. Increasingly, researchers have come
to the consensus that conventional quantitative
approach is not adequate to evaluate data quality.
This is especially so when human viewing
satisfaction is a decisive factor when evaluating
stereo images in a multi-views setting. The
second paper highlights a number of issues
related to the quality assessment of multi- to free
viewpoint representations, and the recall of some
standard approaches which were believed
inapplicable to the new 3DTV platform. While
quantitative measures are still useful, integration
with qualitative metrics, taking perceptual
factors into consideration, will certainly enhance
the outcome in achieving better viewing
experience.
While the development of 3DTV technology is
promising, its popularity and general acceptance
brings an enormous creation of 3D content.
Searching target objects in 3D repositories realtime is comparatively more challenging than
searching in its 2D counterpart. Although
similarity match techniques effective for 2D
content retrieval can continue be applied, more
promising methods need to be introduced for
addressing issues associated with the high
dimensional data. The third paper entitled “3D
face recognition: where we are” discusses a
special case of 3D matching – face recognition,
which is a hot research topic in security and
surveillance type of applications. The fact that
the anticipated matching algorithms have to be
“expression” invariant, and ideally facial mask
transparent, poses great difficulties in the
recognition task. This paper points out the
advantage of analyzing faces in 3D, which is
increasingly successful with the latest launch of
depth camera technology. As well, the paper
presents a number of ongoing face recognition
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projects and revolution in 3D-vision related
research.
There is no unique solution for all similarity
match problems. The fourth paper on “3D object
retrieval: challenges and research directions”
discusses the various approaches employed in
3D object retrieval. While specific feature
descriptors can be catered for selected
applications, integrating several descriptors can
likely generate better results in general. This
scenario has been proved to be true in the recent
3D
shape retrieval
contests.
Reduced
dimensionality is a desired property for shape
descriptors in order to be computational efficient
real-time. Furthermore, rotation invariance is
also important in order to discover similar
objects captured from different viewing
perspectives. The fifth paper reviews some
algorithms in generating model skeleton (medial
axis) which is a compact and semantically rich
abstraction of the original model, and is useful in
applications where the animated poses of the 3D
objects need to be distinguished. Robust
skeletons can also guide anatomically preserved
decomposition for body part matching.
With digital technology integrated into our daily
live and society, the trade-off is loss of privacy.
Contrary to the discovery of faces described in
the third paper, the sixth paper suggests how
faces or crucial identity cues can be hidden using
adversary knowledge modeling. While current
research pays more attention on hiding identity,
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e.g. by blurring faces, the future trend should be
more focused on how to perform automatic
detection and removal of sensitive information as
well as its adverse impact on reduced data utility.
Undoubtedly, there are many challenging R&D
work ahead. By coordinating a discussion forum
among researchers through this E-Letter, we
intend to encourage further discussions on
3DRPC related topics. In this regard, I am glad
to announce that our Interest Group is organizing
an IEEE Multimedia Magazine special issue on
“3D imaging techniques and applications,” and
another special issue for the Advances in
Multimedia Journal on “Communication of
Human Affect using Smart-Multimedia.” We
would like to invite your high quality
submissions.
On behalf of the 3DRPC IG, special thanks to all
contributors and the E-Letter Editorial Board in
coordinating this special issue.

Irene Cheng
Chair, MMTC 3DRPC Interest Group.
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Depth Estimation Using a Single Camera-Based Computational Imaging
Sangjin Kim, Eunsung Lee, Wonseok Kang, and Joonki Paik
Department of Image, Chung-Ang University, South Korea
paikj@cau.ac.kr
1. Introduction
The recovery of depth information of a scene
from 2D images is a fundamental problem in
many image processing and computer vision
applications such as object recognition, scene
interpretation,
3D
reconstruction,
and
multifocusing.
Although
various
depth
estimation algorithms have been proposed,
accurate estimation of depth information with a
moderate amount of computation is still a
challenging problem.

As shown Fig. 1(a), the MCA system consists of
three apertures with R, G, and B color-filters.

The main advantage of the MCA system is that it
provides additional depth information of objects
at different distances as shown in Figs. 1 (b)-(d).

Recently, A computational camera uses a
combination of unconventional optics and digital
post-processing to produce new forms of
information that may be used to solve a variety
of imaging problems, such as increasing the field
of view of the camera, refocusing a captured
image, increasing the dynamic range of an
imaging system, extracting depth information to
determine a scene's 3-D structure, depth-based
editing, and relighting [1][2][3][4].

(a)

A camera that uses multiple apertures in the
imaging process falls into the category of a
computational camera. This letter presents a
novel approach to depth estimation using a
multiple color-filter aperture (MCA) camera. An
image acquired by the MCA camera contains
spatially varying misalignments between the
RGB color channels, where the direction and
length of the misalignment is a function of the
distance of an object from the camera. Therefore,
if the misalignments can be estimated, then depth
estimation may be performed.

(b)

2. Multiple Color-Filter Aperture Camera

(c)

The aperture of an optical system is the opening
device which can adjust the amount of incoming
light. Generally, the center of an aperture is
aligned to the optical axis of the lens, and the
convergence pattern on the imaging plane forms
either a point or a circular region. On the other
hand, if the center of the aperture is not aligned
to the optical axis, the image formation position
on the sensor is deviated from the optical axis.
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(d)
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Fig. 1. (a) The MCA camera, (b) an object is on
the in-focus position b, (c) an object is on the
near-focus position c, and (d) an object is on the
far-focus position a.
3. Depth Estimation Using the MCA Camera

and length of the corresponding CSV. The
estimated depth information may be used to
various depth-based vision applications.

We first segment the image into multiple clusters,
each of which contains approximately uniform
misalignment using a color-based region
classification method,. and then produce the
corresponding region-of-interest (ROI). The
proposed cluster-based segmentation algorithm
employs K-means clustering and block
partitioning. K seeds in the clustering algorithm
are automatically determined by using the hillclimbing method in the three-dimensional (3D)
CIE Lab histogram of an input image [5][6].
After labeling salient regions, the input image is
partitioned into same sized blocks. These
partitioned blocks generate the ROI map for the
color shift.

(a)

Among three corresponding ROIs in RGB color
channels, color-shift vectors (CSVs) are
estimated using a phase-only correlation method
[7][8]. The CSV of an MCA camera image
provides depth information of the corresponding
cluster of each ROI. More specifically, the
farther an object goes away from the focusing
plane, the larger the CSV becomes. In addition,
the angle between the red-to-green (R-G) CSV
and blue-to-green (B-G) apertures form a regular
triangle. These properties of the CSV are used to
robustly estimate the distance of a cluster from
the camera. Fig. 2 shows the step-by-step results
of the proposed depth estimation workflow. Figs.
2(a) and 2(b) respectively show ROIs and the
corresponding clusters with superimposed ROIs.
Fig. 2(c) shows the CSV distribution of the
corresponding clusters of ROIs, where upper and
lower dotted circles contain far- and nearfocused clusters, respectively. The result of
depth estimation in conjunction with the
proposed cluster-based image segmentation
result is shown in Fig. 2(d).

(b)

(c)

4. Conclusions
In this letter, we presented a novel approach to
depth estimation using the MCA camera. An
image acquired by the MCA camera contains
spatially varying misalignment among RGB
color channels, where the direction and length of
the misalignment is uniquely determined by the
distance of an object from the camera. We can
estimate depth of each region using the direction
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(d)

Fig. 2. The proposed depth estimation using
CSVs; (a) ROIs in the image, (b) the clustered
image with superimposed ROIs, (c) distribution
of CSVs for the corresponding clusters of ROIs,
and (d) the result of depth estimation in
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conjunction with the proposed cluster-based
segmentation result.
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Depth and multi-view image and video coding: algorithms and quality issues beyond
the ones of standard image and video compression
Pietro Zanuttigh, Simone Milani and Guido M. Cortelazzo
University of Padova, Italy
{zanuttigh, simone.milani, corte}@dei.unipd.it
1. Introduction and challenges of 3D image
and video compression
In recent years the growth of new media
representations, such as stereoscopic movies,
free viewpoint television, virtual browsing of 3D
scenes and online 3D games, has created a great
interest for compression and transmission
schemes able to efficiently handle these kinds of
data. In this letter we will focus on the coding of
two representations that are currently attaining a
big interest: i.e., the representation of geometry
information through depth maps and the multiview images and videos that are currently
exploited by stereoscopic, multi-view and freeviewpoint applications.
Current solutions for the coding of these
representations still rely on the extension of
approaches originally developed for 2D image
and video compression. For instance the wellknown H.264 MVC standard [1] is just an
extension of the H.264 video coding standard
where the temporal prediction scheme has been
applied also to the inter-view dimension. Even if
these approaches can achieve good performances
due to the highly performing image and video
coding schemes behind them, they are not able to
fully exploit the three dimensional nature of
these data. This is the reason that in the long
term makes them unlikely to be the best
compression choice.
Specific solutions targeted to the compression of
3D representations that exploit the peculiar
characteristics of these kind of data and the three
dimensional structure of the underlying scene are
currently being investigated by many research
groups and in the near future are expected to
deliver the best performances.

2. Coding of depth information for 3D video
and view-warping applications
Depth information plays an important role in
many 3D video representations: in fact depth
data allows warping the available color views to
different viewpoints thus allowing free
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viewpoint visualization. Depth maps typically
feature large smooth regions separated by sharp
edges. Edges play a key role in 3D warping
applications: in particular their low-pass filtering,
usually introduced by standard image
compression techniques based on frequency
domain approaches, introduces severe artifacts in
the warped views obtained with compressed
depth data. Fig. 1 shows a simple example of
how compression artifacts on depth edges can
affect the results of image warping.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1. a) Original depth map from the
breakdancers sequence; b) the same depth map
compressed with JPEG 2000 at 0.01bpp; c)
warped view computed with the original depth
map; d) warped view computed with the
compressed depth map.

Compression methods specifically conceived for
depth information usually rely on an explicit
modeling of edges in order to improve
compression performance and to avoid edge
blurring. The method of [2], for instance, is
based on an explicit representation of edges and
a shape-adaptive wavelet transform. In this way
wavelet coefficients in proximity of edges are
greatly reduced thus reducing data entropy.
In the approach of [3] a subsampled depth map is
used together with edge information order to
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build a prediction of the full resolution depth
data that is then used for compression purposes.
Fig. 2 (referring to the approach of [3]) shows
how from very low resolution data and edge
information it is possible to build a very accurate
estimation of the depth map thanks to the already
described peculiar structure of such data,
essentially made by smooth regions and sharp
edges.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2. a) Depth map from the breakdancers
sequence; b) segmented depth map (yellow dots
represent the position of low resolution samples);
c) predicted depth map; d) difference between
the predicted and the actual depth map.
In [4] a quadtree decomposition is first
performed. Subsequently each region is
approximated by way of platelets [5], i.e. a
piecewise linear approximation is done for each
region. In [6] instead the depth information of
single objects is characterized by progressively
overlapping different masks that refine the
quality of depth values.
It is worth noting how all these approaches,
although very different, share two basics ideas,
namely that edges should be explicitly
represented and that edge regions need special
handling while smooth regions can just be
represented only by few coefficients. However
edge signaling is rather expensive in terms of
bitrate. The edges obtained by standard edge
detection and segmentation approaches represent
what is relevant from a computer vision
perspective, which does not necessarily
correspond with what is most effective for
coding purposes. One of the key research issues
for efficiently exploiting this family of
approaches is the development of rate-distortion
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optimization schemes capable to select which
edges are worth to be explicitly signaled.
The quality evaluation of depth data is a
fundamental issue. Representing the depth as an
image and applying common quality measures
such as MSE and PSNR does not give a
trustworthy estimation of the results, especially
with respect to edge regions. A possible
alternative is to exploit the compressed depth
data for view warping and then measure the
quality of warped views. Unfortunately this
approach introduces a dependency of the quality
measure on both the employed warping
algorithm and the color data that is being warped.
The proper evaluation of depth data quality
remains a key future research issue, especially in
order to suitably tune rate-distortion optimization
algorithms for depth and color-plus-depth
compression schemes.

3. Coding of multi-view data
Since most of the 3D visualization displays
require the availability of multiple video streams
acquired from different viewpoints (e.g.
stereoscopic displays with active glasses require
two video streams, while autostereoscopic
monitors simultaneously process up to 16 views),
multi-view data is a widely used format for 3D
video. It clearly requires effective compression
strategies in order to reduce the huge amount of
data involved in multi-view representations.
To this purpose, the extension MVC [1] of the
layered coding standard H.264 SVC aims at
jointly coding multiple video sequences of a
common scene captured from several cameras at
different viewpoints. The H.264 MVC coder
tries to exploit the correlation existing between
sequences taken from neighboring viewpoints,
but the adopted prediction and decorrelation
strategies derive from traditional 2D predictive
video coders [1]. Similarly other approaches, like
[7], extend the traditional 2D wavelet
decomposition to the multi-view case. As a
matter of fact, the performance of these schemes
proves to be limited by the performance bounds
of the previous techniques.
Better compression ratios can be obtained by
tailoring the coding strategy to the geometrical
relations among the different views. The
availability of depth maps allows establishing
pixel by pixel correspondences between views
by a warping transform. This fact enables the
possibility of building warping-based multi-view
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codecs (Fig. 3 shows the general architecture of
this kind of approaches). One of the views
(reference) is specified using a traditional 2D
coding standard, while the others are compressed
by predictive coding schemes. The predictions
are obtained by warping the reference on the
different viewpoints [8,9]. Other approaches
operate an additional transform along the warped
views, like the approach based on 3D-DCT of
[10].

Fig. 3. Architecture of a warping-based
multi-view encoder.
Experimental results show that the performance
of warping-based solutions is strictly dependent
on the quality of the reconstructed depth map. As
a matter of fact, the effective and qualitypreserving compression of depth information
plays a crucial role in such techniques. Moreover,
motion in depth sequences is strongly correlated
with its corresponding view sequences and joint
compression can significantly benefit from this.
These issues will be considered with more
details in the next section.
Let’s also recall that recent research studies have
also highlighted the need for multi-view quality
metrics with a strong correlation with human
perception of 3D scenes in order to allow the
optimization of coding parameters. Several
works in literature infer the quality of the
reconstructed 3D scene by averaging the quality
of the different views. However, perceptual
analysis on stereoscopic and multi-view vision
shows that this is not enough to grant a
comfortable and pleasant experience to the end
user. Indeed, the 3D position of the rendered
objects with respect to the viewer significantly
affects the level of comfort of the viewer, and as
a matter of fact, all the rendered details need to
lie in the stereoscopic comfort zone [11].
Furthermore, this region might not guarantee a
pleasant 3D vision in case of fast objects moving
across the depth range.
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As a matter of fact, the most recent 3D quality
evaluation strategies estimate depth information
from the available views and try to weight
standard 2D quality metrics with it [12]. Depth
information is also used to recalibrate the video
signal for the different views in order to make it
compatible with respect to the comfort zone
bounds [13]. As a result, many of these
strategies can be adapted to evaluate the quality
of compression for depth signals whenever it is
associated to standard video sequences.

4. Joint coding of depth and color information
The previous section highlighted how the video
signals associated to different views of a multicamera system are significantly correlated and
how such correlation can be exploited in order to
obtain better compression ratios. Since colocated pixels in color and depth information
correspond to a common 3D point, color signal
motion is highly correlated with depth signal
motion. Moreover, object boundaries and shapes
prove to be the same on both sequences.
The approach of [14] exploits the correlation of
motion in order to reduce the amount of coded
information and to make more robust the motion
vectors (MVs) estimation. In this case, motion
can be computed from the temporal correlation
estimated from both depth and color signals, and
MVs can be signaled just once in the bit stream,
for both components.
The solution of [15] exploits the correlation
existing between object boundaries and it infers
stationary regions in the depth information from
the segmentation of the color components.
It is possible to push further such possibilities by
designing a video+depth codec that relies on the
mutual correlation also in the segmentation stage.
The method of [16] identifies object shapes in
both color and depth signals by a segmentation
strategy operating on both components and uses
them for accurate joint motion estimation.
Joint compression schemes can be optimized and
evaluated from the depth-related 3D quality
metrics, where depth information is estimated or
assumed to be available [17]. Other evaluation
strategies consider warping the reference view
on different viewpoints using first the original
uncompressed depth and color signals and then
their reconstructed versions. It is then possible to
compute standard 2D quality metrics between
the warped views by measuring the effect of
color and depth compression on the resulting
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signal. As a matter of fact, it is possible to design
joint rate allocation [14] and joint optimization
algorithms that maximize the perceptual quality
of the rendered scene [19].

5. Conclusions
This paper addresses the issues related to the
coding of two representations that play a key role
in novel 3D video applications, i.e., depth data
and multi-view images and videos. We showed
how the peculiar nature of these representations
and the underlying 3D structure of the scene can
be exploited in order to develop specific coding
schemes that outperform standard image and
video coding solutions. Furthermore new 3D
video applications usually require both depth and
multi-view data. As a matter of fact, the
exploitation of the redundancy between color
and geometry information is an intriguing
research issue in the design of joint compression
schemes. Finally several issues related to the
quality evaluation of multi-view and freeviewpoint representations were recalled because
standard image and video evaluation approaches
do not give trustworthy measures of the
perceived 3D quality.
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1. Short overview of 3D Face Recognition
Although face recognition (FA) has drawn
increasing interest for decades and that
significant advances have been achieved, intraclass variations due to various factors in realworld scenarios such as illumination, pose,
expression, occlusion and age remain a challenge
in practical face recognition (FR) systems.
In the Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT)
2002 systems based on 2D intensity or color
images were shown to deliver recognition rates
of over 90% under controlled conditions [1].
However,
with
the
introduction
of
aforementioned
variations,
in
particular
differences
in
expression,
performance
deteriorates significantly. These results led to
acceleration in studies of alternative modalities,
especially invoving three-dimensional (3D) face
images, since it is an a priori natural approach to
mitigate difficulties related to pose and
illumination. Consequently, through the use of
3D, FRR levels of 0.01 and FAR levels of 0.001
were reported at FRVT 2006.
Today, a number of early commercial systems
based on diverse approaches have appeared on
the market. For instance, the Geometrix Face
Vision 3D Sensor outputs tightly calibrated
stereo image pairs that are processed into a
precise 3D shape while the Konica Minolta
Vivid series exploits laser-beam light sectioning
technology. More recently, with the arrival of
Microsoft’s affordable Kinect has given rise to a
depth camera revolution in vision-related
research and enables a wide range of applications
such as robotics and HCI.
Even with the a priori inherent advantages of 3D
FR, challenges to make this technology directly
usable and reliable in real applications are still
numerous with regards to fingerprint tecnologies
for example.
Obviously, 3D FR has greater potential than its
2D counterpart but, in practice, it is not
straightforward to obtain accurate 3D image
input data. Systems that extract shape
information from 2D images, e.g. passive stereo
approaches, rely on the knowledge of extrinsic
parameters of the scene and intrinsic parameters
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of the camera to obtain a certain degree of
accuracy. With other acquisition technologies
such as active sensors, i.e. laser scanners, a scan
can take several seconds, and addionally requires
the subject to remain still during the acquistion
process. The reconstruction of depth is
furthermore possible only at short distances.
Additionally, while a 3D facial shape is
intrinsically independent of illumination
variations, the accuracy of current 3D acquisition
systems is still sensitive to differences in lighting
conditions. Finally, while pose and illumination
variations can be managed by utilizing 3D data,
expressions which alter the facial surface
characteristics remain an open issue.
2. Eurecom’s contributions to 3D FR
Currently, Eurecom participates in two 3D face
recognition related research projects: a national
French project entitled Face Analysis and
Recognition in 3D (FAR 3D) [7], and a
European project entitled Trusted Biometrics
under Spoofing Attacks (TABULA RASA) [8].
FAR 3D: This project harmnesses the effort
of four teams (Eurecom, USTL, ECL and
THALES) to explore 3D face recognition
techniques. Eurecom’s contributions mainly
focus on the concept of asymmetrical protocols
in 3D face recognition where enrollment
performed in both 2D and 3D (i.e. shape and
texture of faces) whereas test face images are
captured only in 2D or from video. The problem
of expressions in 2D probe images is addressed
by simulating facial expressions using the 3D
neutral model of each subject during enrollement.
In order to obtain realistic simulations of facial
expression, an automatic procedure is proposed
to generate MPEG-4 compliant animatable face
models from the 2.5D facial scans (range images)
of the enrolled subjects based on a set of
automatically detected feature points (see Fig. 1).
TABULA RASA: This European project,
addresses some of the issues of direct (spoofing)
attacks against trusted biometric systems,
Eurecom is leading efforts to develop
countermeasures against 3D FR spoofing attacks.
Since the recent introduction and development of
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3D FR systems, the main issues which have been
addressed are related to expression variations or
occlusions, i.e. more generally speaking,
robustness against intra- versus inter- class
variability. However, spoofing attacks against
3D FR systems, where a malicious user might
pretend to be someone else at the sensor or
acquistion point of the system, still remain under
investigated. Eurecom’s efforts within this
project aim to fill this gap.

reader also authenticates users in less than a
second and is optimized for high traffic areas.
• Vision Access 3D FR of A4 Vision
(Applications for Vision), Inc.:
A4Vision develops advanced identification
systems for tracking and targeting camera
systems using 3D FR technology [5]. The Vision
Access 3D face reader is commonly used to
control physical access to buildings. An
integrated LCD and audio feedback assist the
user to adopt a suitable position in order for the
reader to quickly capture an optimal image [6].
References

Fig 1. Simulation of a facial expression is illustrated.

3.

Current 3D Face Products

Security is a very important topic, and new
technologies may help in proving better solutions.
There exists an important and increasing demand
for more effective and less intrusive security
systems. Therefore, in addition to numerous 2D
FR technologies, several well-established or also
new companies started to produce 3D FR
products to meet this demand. Below, we briefly
present some early products thus far developped.
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•

3D FR Technology of L-1 Identity
Solutions (now part of Safran MORPHO):
The 3D FastPass Face Reader produced by L1
Identity Solutions provides high-speed access to
offices and restricted areas. It authenticates users
in less than a second. The 3D FastPass system
increases security while maintaining high
throughput for access to buildings while making
the process effortless for employees.
• SureMatch 3D Suite of Technest:
SureMatch 3D is a suite of facial recognition
tools that provides more robust detection
capabilities through 3D enhancement [3]. The
suite consists of 3D Face Map, 3D Enroll, 3D
FaceCam, 3D Sketch Artist, 3D Face Match and
integrated systems.
• 3D FR System of Godrej Group:
The Face Reader produced by Godrej group can
be connected to a LAN and remotely managed
through the Administration software. With an
access controller it can be effectively used with
other biometrics and card based systems [4]. The
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1. Introduction
Recent advances in 3D scanning mechanisms,
computer-aided modeling tools, display and
rendering devices have led to an explosion of the
number of available 3D models over the Internet.
It is now possible to easily construct complete
3D geometric models with relatively low cost
and time consumption. This widespread
availability of 3D models intensified the need for
effective search through the various online media
databases. Towards this direction, extensive
research has been conducted in the area of 3D
content-based search and retrieval.
3D object retrieval methods extract automatically
the low-level features (e.g. shape) from 3D
objects in order to retrieve semantically similar
objects. Starting from simple, heuristic
approaches that detect a few generic geometric
features in the surface or the volume of a 3D
model, 3D content-based search has evolved
over the years to include highly complex
algorithms that apply sophisticated mathematics
so as to detect fine discriminating details and
achieve the highest possible accuracy. Recently
though, it has become apparent that further
research towards investigating even more
complex algorithms can hardly improve the
performance of existing state-of-the-art methods.
Therefore, much effort has been put into
combining existing 3D shape descriptors into
one unified similarity matching framework,
which has been proven to be much more
effective than using each descriptor separately.
Results of the latest 3D Shape Retrieval Contests
(SHREC’11 [1], SHREC ’10 [2]), a worldwide
benchmarking initiative for 3D shape retrieval,
have demonstrated that the combination of
already existing methods can achieve higher
retrieval accuracy than a single, highly complex
algorithm.
This paper will provide an overview of the most
well-known approaches in 3D object retrieval. It
will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of
the various approaches and it will introduce
potential directions and challenges in the field of
content-based 3D shape retrieval. The rest of the
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paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
a state-of-the-art review of the most common
methodologies. In Section 3, some promising
research directions and challenges are
summarized.
2. Recent Progress in 3D Object Retrieval
The first step in a typical 3D object retrieval
procedure is a preprocessing phase, where the
3D model is translated so that its center of mass
coincides with the center of a coordinate system
and scaled in order to lie within a bounding
sphere of radius 1. Rotation normalization is also
desired when a rotation-dependent descriptor
extraction method is used. The second step
involves feature extraction, where low-level
descriptors are extracted from the 3D object and
uniquely represent its shape. During search and
retrieval, the low-level descriptors of the query
object are matched with the low-level descriptors
of the objects in a database, using an appropriate
dissimilarity metric, and the most similar objects
are returned to the user. Apart from the above
procedures, a 3D object retrieval procedure can
be enhanced by the following actions: a) feature
selection applied on the extracted low-level
descriptors; b) appropriate selection of the
optimal distance measure; c) combination of
more than one low-level descriptors; d) reranking of the search results using manifold
learning approaches and d) relevance feedback
techniques for refining the retrieved results.
These actions, although optional, can
significantly improve the performance of an
existing 3D object retrieval system, therefore,
they should by no means be underestimated.
Rotation normalization is an essential step before
almost every descriptor extraction method. The
most popular solution for rotation estimation
relies on Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[3], which is based on the computation of the 3D
objects’ inertia moments. PCA has been proven
to be inaccurate, therefore, new methods have
been recently introduced, such as Continuous
PCA (CPCA) [4], Rectilinearity-based rotation
estimation [5] and a Combined Pose Estimation
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method (CPE) [6]; the latter provides the highest
accuracy to the best of our knowledge.
Concerning low-level feature extraction from 3D
objects, the existing methods can be classified
into four main categories [7]: histogram-based,
transform-based, graph-based, view-based and,
finally, combinations of the above. The first
category includes methods that integrate the
local or global features extracted from 3D
objects into histograms [8]. These methods are,
in general, easy to implement but usually they
are not discriminating enough to make subtle
distinctions between classes of shapes. In
transform-based methods, the 3D object is
usually described as a function in the 3D space.
Then, a mathematical transformation is applied
to this function, which captures specific
geometrical features of it [9], [10]. 2D viewbased methods consider the 3D shape as a
collection of 2D projections taken either from
canonical or non-canonical viewpoints. Each
projection is then described by standard 2D
image descriptors [7], [11], [12]. The results of
the last three 3D Shape Retrieval Contests [13],
[2], [1] have proven that 2D view-based methods
achieve the highest performance among all other
categories of 3D object retrieval methods. Their
only drawback is that they discard valuable 3D
information (due to the self-occlusion).
All the above categories of descriptor extraction
methods are suitable for rigid, global-shape 3D
object retrieval. For non-rigid or partial 3D
object retrieval, graph-based methods [21]
provide the optimal solution, since they encode
geometrical and topological shape properties in a
more faithful and intuitive manner. Recent
advances in non-rigid 3D object retrieval can be
found in SHREC’11 Track: Retrieval on Nonrigid 3D Watertight Meshes [14], where the best
methods worldwide are compared. Similar to
articulated shape matching, partial 3D object
retrieval [15] focuses on identifying salient
points on the 3D objects’ meshes, followed by a
local shape descriptor, which is applied around
each interest point. Then, matching subsets of
salient points are found so that the local shape
dissimilarity and deformation is minimal. The
drawbacks of graph-based methods are that they
do not generalize easily to all 3D shape
representation formats and they require dedicated
matching schemes, thus, they are not suitable for
general-purpose 3D object retrieval tasks.
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The dimensionality of the descriptor vectors can
vary from a few hundreds to tens of thousands
real or integer values. As the descriptor size
increases, search and retrieval in very large
databases becomes prohibitive, since similarity
matching of large descriptor vectors requires
high response times. This problem can be
overcome by using feature selection methods
[16], [17], which have been widely used in
pattern analysis in order to select the most
significant features of a given descriptor. 3D
object retrieval accuracy can be further improved
if more than one low-level descriptors are
combined in order to produce one unified
descriptor vector. Combination of different
descriptors is usually expressed as a weighted
sum of their individual dissimilarities [18]. In
most of existing methods, these weights are
determined heuristically, which, however, does
not
guarantee
the
maximum
possible
improvement.
Moreover, manifold ranking has been adopted to
improve the performance of 3D search and
retrieval methods. The use of manifold ranking
was based on the concept that low-level
descriptors, in general, follow a nonlinear
manifold structure, which makes classical
Euclidean metrics inappropriate. By properly
unfolding this manifold structure, a more
representative feature space of lower dimension
is achieved. In SHREC 2010 contest [2], the first
two ranked methods were view-based methods
using manifold ranking as a post-processing step
to improve the retrieval accuracy.
Despite their significant progress in terms of
retrieval accuracy, even the most accurate 3D
shape retrieval methods may fail to return results
that fully satisfy the end-users. This is due to the
fact that the above methods do not take into
account user's subjectivity. In order to enable
personalized retrieval, Relevance Feedback (RF)
techniques [22] have been introduced. Some of
the most common RF approaches involve query
refinement, where the initial query is moved so
as to get closer to the relevant objects, and
techniques based on query expansion, which
usually replace the query point with multiple
query points. Another category of RF approaches
use different weights on the objects' low-level
features, when computing their pairwise
dissimilarity measure.
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3. Feature Directions and Challenges
Based on the results of the latest 3D Shape
Retrieval Contests [1], [2], it can be easily
concluded that the combination of multiple 3D
object descriptors can achieve better retrieval
accuracy than a single descriptor vector alone, no
matter how efficient this descriptor is. Thus,
future research in 3D object retrieval should
focus not only on the investigation of the optimal
descriptor but also on the appropriate
combination of low-level descriptors as well as
on the selection of the best features and matching
metrics. This means that as soon as a new
promising method appears, the next step is to
combine it with other state-of-the-art approaches
and incorporate it into a unified 3D shape
matching framework. Provided that the new
method belongs to transform-based or viewbased methods and describes the global features
of a 3D object, it can be easily integrated, as
follows: find the optimal dissimilarity metric for
this descriptor and normalize it to a common
range of values (e.g. between 0 and 1); the
overall dissimilarity is the weighted sum of
dissimilarities of multiple descriptors, where the
weights should be appropriately optimized.

Further improvements in the retrieval
performance are also expected, if appropriate
schemes
for
Relevance
Feedback
are
investigated. Relevance Feedback has been
extensively used in text-based and image-based
retrieval, while in 3D object retrieval there is still
a lot of work to be done. What is of utmost
importance is that an optimal relevance feedback
approach should try to keep the low-level
descriptors of the dataset objects unaltered.
Otherwise, the efficiency of the method will
significantly decrease, when it is applied to
large-scale 3D model datasets, due to scalability
issues.

Apart from transform-based and view-based
methods, graph-based methods [21] can be also
used for global-shape 3D object retrieval tasks.
However, graph-based methods may usually
require complex matching schemes, which
makes their combination with transform and
view-based methods problematic. Another
limitation is that most of the graph-based
methods, although they work well with
articulated objects, they have very limited
accuracy in categories of 3D models that have no
articulation (e.g. buildings, furniture, cars, cups,
etc.). On the other hand, in the case of non-rigid
and partial 3D shape retrieval tasks, graph-based
(topology-based) methods should be preferred
instead of transform-based and view-based ones.
It is worth to mention that in SHREC’11 Track:
Retrieval on Non-rigid 3D Watertight Meshes
[14], the best retrieval performance is achieved
by a framework that combines two different
methods, the Spectral Decomposition of the
Geodesic Distance Matrix [19] and the Scale
Invariant Feature Transform for meshes
(meshSIFT) [20].
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1. Introduction and Challenges of 3D Models
Retrieval
Many Internet applications require real-time
access to online 3D object repositories. An
example application is similarity match and
retrieval of 3D objects. 2D image retrieval
attracted significant interests in the early
ninetieths, and because of the deficiency in text
annotation, new algorithms were introduced
including the comparison of patch colors, region
textures, object shapes, features extraction and so
on. An important property of these techniques is
transformation (in particular scale and rotation)
invariant. While these techniques can also be
applied on 3D objects, the advancement of
3DTV technology has added a new dimension to
the requirements, bringing issues associated with
higher dimensionality to the matching and
retrieval problem. Due to the huge number of
possible viewing perspectives of a 3D model in
probably uncontrolled lighting conditions,
similarity matching between two 3D models is
more challenging than computations in 2D space.
To address the above issue, a dimension
reduction technique – skeletonization, has been
studied by researchers with immense interests. In
this paper, we will focus on how a skeleton,
which provides a semantically rich compact
abstraction of the original 3D model, can be
utilized for model similarity match, starting with
an overview of skeleton generation in the next
section.
2 Skeleton Generation
Skeletons can adopt different forms, for the
purpose of 3D model retrieval, we focus on
connected unit-width curve-skeleton, which
defines the medial axis (loci of some centered
points) of the 3D model. To generate a skeleton,
the input format can be a mesh, point cloud or
solid (voxels). Depending on the input format, a
corresponding skeletonization algorithm can be
employed. A few of these algorithms are
discussed here.
Shen et al. [1] proposed a mesh-based technique
to generate a hierarchy of skeletons from dense
to coarse. An application can choose an
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appropriate level depending on the details
required. The approach can also be extended to
handle volume data, e.g. DICOM. Fig. 1 (b) to (d)
shows three levels of details of a horse object
(Fig. 1 (a)) from dense to coarse.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1: (a) original model, and (b) to (d) are
three levels of detail from dense to coarse.
This technique, inspired by the Sphere Sampling
approach [2], uses overlapping maximal spheres
to cover the free space inside the 3D object
defined by the following steps:
1) Starting from a user-defined face on the mesh
surface, compute its normal and project the
reverse normal inside the object on the
opposite surface.
2) Fit a maximal sphere along the path inside the
object. Record the sphere center as a skeleton
point.
3) A fixed number of sample points (children)
are placed evenly on the circumference
starting from a predefined orientation, based
on a user-defined separation angle θ [3]. For
each child, a maximal sphere is drawn. If the
sphere touches at least two vertices on the
surface, the child becomes a skeleton point and
is linked to the center of the parent sphere.
Also, a sphere is valid only if its radius is
larger than a predefined threshold R.
4) The valid spheres are pushed into a priority
queue in descending radius order.
5) A sphere is popped from the queue and Steps
(3) to (5) are repeated until the queue is empty.
Yang et al. [4] proposed a voxel-based technique.
Fig. 2 shows (a) the original model, (b) model
covered with voxels on the surface after three
iterations, and (c) the tightly bound voxels after
running six iterations, giving a good
approximation of the horse. This approach is
similar to sphere tree construction [5], but the
spheres are replaced with cubes (voxels). An
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octree structure is used and the idea is to
generate cubes sufficiently small to cover the
mesh surface obtaining a good approximation of
the shape. The motivation is that using this
approximation of the surface, we can locate the
medial axis of the 3D model based on the regular
geometry and placement of the cubes, and use
the cube centers to compute a skeleton
.

Fig. 2: (a) original model, (b) surface
approximated by cubes after three iterations,
and (c) after six iterations.
Among all connectivity preservation skeletonization methods, 3D thinning algorithms are
generally faster than others. However, most 3D
thinning algorithms cannot guarantee to generate
unit-width curve skeleton, which is required by
many applications. Wang et al. [6] presented an
approach to generate fully parallel unit-width
curve skeleton. A 3D thinning algorithm applies
in a local neighborhood of an object point and
iteratively removes object points that satisfy
some pre-defined deleting masks to generate
skeletons in a 3D binary image. A 3D binary
image can be converted from a 3D mesh by
voxelization (Fig. 3 (left)). The basic idea of
voxelization is to make the hollow 3D mesh
solid. The thinning operation iteratively deletes
(removes) some object points (i.e., changes some
black points to white) based on the deleting
masks (Fig. 3 (middle)) until only some
restrictions prevent further operation. Although
3D thinning algorithms have two major
advantages (connectivity preservation and
efficiency) over other skeletonization techniques,
many 3D thinning algorithms [7] fail to generate
unit-width curve skeletons (i.e., the skeleton is
not one-voxel thick). For instance, in Fig. 3
(Right), there are some regions on the skeleton
swarmed with many points. This is an undesired
property [8] for many applications such as
animation and virtual navigation that require
unit-width curve skeleton as an input.

Fig. 3: (Left) A 3D binary image (converted from and
covered by a 3D mesh); (Middle) one deleting mask;
(Right) the skeleton in the middle of the model.
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In order to preserve unit-width in the crowded
region, there are four steps. In the first step, the
degree of each object point is calculated. Then,
the so-called crowded regions are identified and
the “exits” of the each region are located. After
that, the center of each crowded region is
computed based on the proposed degree-based
spatial median (DBSM) algorithm. In the last
step, Dijkstra shortest path finding algorithm is
applied to connect the exits with the center in
each crowded region, and remove other object
points that are not on any shortest path between
the center and an exit in each region, to generate
unit-width curve skeleton (Fig. 4)
.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 4: (a) Non-unit-width curve skeleton; (b) a
crowded region; (c) two exits of this crowded
region; (d) the shortest path; and (e) unit-width
skeleton generated after performing algorithm.
However, the presence of noise is a general
concern in skeletonization algorithms including
thinning. It is crucial to eliminate both global
noise and local noise in skeleton branches, as
well as tiny redundant sub-branches, in order to
improve the overall skeleton representation. Shi
et al. [9] applied scale-space filtering (SSF) in
3D skeletonization generating a spectrum of
level-of-details.
3 Skeleton Matching Using Chain Code
Expression
Once a semantically rich skeleton has been
generated, representing a compact abstraction of
the 3D object, 3D model matching is reduced to
the problem of skeleton matching. Comparing
with the highly dense 3D mesh surface, scattered
points set and voxels volume, a unit-width curve
skeleton provides more efficient real-time
similarity match and retrieval. Lopez et al. [10]
described using 3D chain expressions in
encoding curve skeletons for measuring shape
dissimilarity. By integrating a unit-width
skeletonization technique and a graph-based
approach, the proposed algorithm can compare
not only the skeleton topology but also the
curvature of skeleton segments. The method can
distinguish between relatively similar objects.
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D (S , P ) =

Fig. 5: Chain code elements for 3D curve
skeleton
There are five chain code elements (Fig. 5) to
encode a 3D curve skeleton using the values 0 to
4 forming a numeric string hierarchy. Suppose
we take two orthogonalized (diagonals modified)
skeletons S and P of lengths l s and l p , where

l s ≤ l p , and start to compare them one
descriptor at a time. If the two descriptors are the
same, we move to the next pair of descriptors. If
they are not the same, we perform one of the
following operations:
∫ s→ p - Stretch S by inserting the
∫ p→s

ϑs→ p

-

corresponding descriptor from P .
Stretch P by inserting the

corresponding descriptor from S .
- Bend the descriptor in S to match the

descriptor in P .
ϑ p→s - Bend the descriptor in P to match the
descriptor in S .
The algorithm tests each of the above by looking
one step ahead. That is, after performing the
operation to check whether the next pair of
descriptors matches, the operation that generates the
next match will be chosen. If more than one
operation generates the next match, the algorithm
checks one more pair of descriptors ahead, and so
on. If no operation generates the next match, then
the default operation is ∫ s→ p . In the worst case, the
maximum number of stretch and bend operations
combined is bounded by l s + l p . At each step, there
are 4 operation checks resulting in a maximum of
4 × (l s + l p ) total operations. The look-ahead test is
bounded by l s + l p . In order to evaluate the
dissimilarity, we count the following at each step:
# S - Increase by 1 if the pair of descriptors is the
same.
# ∫ - Increase by 1 if either ∫ s→ p or ∫ p→s is
performed.
# ϑ - Increase by 1 if either ϑ s→ p or ϑ p→s is
performed.
The dissimilarity score in the range [0, 1], with 0
representing a complete match, is given by the
following function:
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#ϑ +# ∫
# S +#ϑ +# ∫

(1)

4. Conclusions
This paper reviews the generation and some
development of skeletons (medial axis), which is
a compact abstraction of the original 3D model,
for similarity match and object retrieval.
Challenges in robust skeleton generation are
discussed with suggested solutions. Readers who
are interested in this topic can obtain details in
the literature and explore further. We believe
unit-width curve skeleton can be valuable in
many aspects, which include quality of
experience (QoE) modeling, but there are still
technical issues to be resolved before skeletons
can be effectively utilized as a semantically rich
compact abstraction of 3D objects.
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1. Introduction
With increasing number of security threats,
people’s safety is of utmost importance. Video
surveillance is considered very useful tool for
ensuring safety of citizens. Video surveillance
systems employ multiple cameras to monitor
activities over large areas [1]. However, this
additional safety and security comes at the cost
of privacy loss of citizens who are not involved
in any illicit activities [2]. Due to its invasive
nature, it is very hard to perform effective video
surveillance, while still preserving the privacy of
individuals.
Privacy is a big concern in current video
surveillance systems. Due to privacy issues,
many strategic places remain unmonitored
leading to security threats. With respect to
surveillance video, there are mainly two places
where privacy loss could occur, when security
personnel are watching the video currently being
captured by the cameras; and when the recorded
video is disseminated for forensics and other
research purposes. For both the cases, the first
step towards privacy protection is to analyze the
characteristics of the video which cause privacy
loss (privacy modeling) and second step is to
modify the video data (data transformation), such
that the privacy is preserved, yet intended
surveillance goals can be achieved. To
accomplish these steps, we need to model and
quantify privacy loss and utility of the video data.
2. Privacy Loss
Privacy loss occurs when an adversary is able to
obtain information about individuals in the video,
which they otherwise do not want to share with
others. Thus there are two contributing factors of
privacy loss: 1) Identity leakage – the certainty
with which an adversary can identify individuals
in the video; 2) Sensitivity Index – a quantitative
measure of sensitive information in the video,
which generally depends on individual’s habits,
preferences, and moral views [4]. For example
some people consider the places they visit as
sensitive, while others are sensitive to their
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companion information when they are visiting
particular places. Figure 1 shows the overview
of the privacy loss calculation for a given video.
Privacy loss occurs when the sensitivity index
and identity leakage both have significant values.

Fig.1. Contributing factors in privacy loss
calculation.
Privacy loss can be reduced by either removing
sensitive information or hiding identity. In many
applications such as surveillance, it is very hard
to remove sensitive information; therefore, main
emphasis is given to preserving identity
information. The identity leakage can occur due
to explicit inference channels such as facial
information or implicit inference channels that
exist due to contextual knowledge of the
adversary.
3. Implicit Inference Channels and Identity
Leakage
Traditionally, identity leakage is modeled as a
binary variable. If facial/bodily information is
present, the identity leakage is considered unity;
otherwise it is considered zero. The past works
[5-8] account only for explicit inference channels
of identity leakage (e.g. face). We identify that
while blocking these explicit channels is
necessary for hiding identity information, it is
not sufficient. The adversary could still infer the
identity by observing the idiosyncrasies of the
individuals. The adversary can look at the places
visited, observe the behavior, and analyze this
information on time axis to infer identities [9].
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For example, a person entering Jaya’s office in
early morning is very likely to be Jaya. Similarly,
a person spending sufficient time around a shop
is likely to be one of the staff members. Further,
if the adversary has prior knowledge that only
one person is short among the staff; s/he can
almost certainly infer the identity of the person.
In this way, the implicit inference channels due
to what (activities), when (time), and where
(location) information can cause significant
identity leakage. Figure 2 shows an example of
explicit and implicit inference channels.

Fig. 2. The green areas show explicit inference
channels while red areas are implicit inference
channels.
While facial information uniquely identifies a
person, the implicit inference channels generally
associate identity to a group of people. The size
of an association group is determined based on
the video content and adversary’s prior
knowledge. The size of the association group
gives anonymity, while its inverse is implicit
identify leakage i.e. the certainty with which the
adversary can associate the identity to the
individual in the video.

4. Applications
The implicit identity leakage highlights privacy
breach in current privacy protection methods for
video data. It indicates that the usually ignored
background information can cause significant
privacy loss. Therefore, for robust privacy
protection, we need to transform regions
belonging to both background and foreground.
However, this can affect the utility of the data
and we need to have computational model for
utility to study the tradeoff between the two
quantities.
Video Data Publication
A prevailing application of the ever increasing
video data is to publish it for research purposes.
The challenge here is to identify all the image
regions that can cause identity leakage, and
subsequently transform such that both privacy
loss and utility loss are minimized. Analogous to
the relational data publication scenario, the
utility can be computed by comparing the
accuracy of the intended tasks before and after
data transformation [10]. Further, different
transformation methods, such as quantization,
blurring, pixelization etc., can be compared to
obtain the best tradeoff between privacy and
utility.

Fig. 3. The framework for measuring implicit
identity leakage.

CCTV Surveillance and Monitoring
CCTV monitoring scenario imposes additional
challenges on privacy protection. Due to
familiarity with the monitoring site, the CCTV
operator can easily infer identities of the
individuals. If the operator acts as an adversary,
s/he can obtain sensitive information about the
habitants and cause privacy loss. This restricts
the placement of cameras at many strategic
locations such as private premises, offices, etc. It
is important to decouple the strong context
knowledge of the adversary in order to hide the
identities [11]. However, this context knowledge
is required for effective surveillance; therefore,
this is a very hard problem.

The framework for anonymity based identity
leakage detection is shown in Figure 3. The
video is analyzed to detect events. The events are
divided into event lists corresponding to each
individual in the video. These events are then
compared with the adversary’s knowledge-base
to find matching event patterns. These event
patterns equip the adversary to associate the
identity of each individual to a group of people.
Finally, these association groups are fused to
obtain the overall anonymity and identity leakage.

5. Conclusions & Future Challenges
In this letter we have investigated privacy issues
associated with video data from a novel
perspective. We have discussed that implicit
identity leakage channels due to what, when, and
where information can cause privacy loss and
need to be blocked for robust privacy protection.
It is discussed that to study the tradeoff between
privacy and utility, appropriate computational
models for privacy loss and utility loss are
required. Two application scenarios of video data
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application and CCTV monitoring are discussed
as case studies.
Whether the information in the video can cause
privacy loss or not depends heavily on the
adversary's knowledge. Therefore an accurate
model of the adversary's knowledge is very
useful to provide more precise privacy loss.
Following are the research issues related to the
adversary knowledge modeling: 1) How to
measure the adversary’s knowledge? 2) How
does the knowledge evolve over time? For
privacy loss calculation, it is important to know
what is already known to the adversary.
Another crucial factor in privacy measurement is
accuracy of the event detectors. Given that stateof-the art detectors are not precise enough, the
privacy loss needs to be calculated following
pessimistic approaches. It should be noted that
this can increase the number of false alarms;
therefore, it is important to study its effect on the
utility of the data. Current data transformation
methods mainly focus on hiding the identity;
however, privacy loss can also be reduced by
controlling the sensitivity index. It would be
interesting to study automatic detection and
removal of sensitive information and its impact
on data utility. Finally, the privacy protection
methods may cause additional computational
load on the surveillance systems; which needs to
be dynamically distributed [12] in order to
pursue effective real-time surveillance.
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Healthcare industry is undergoing extraordinary
revolution. The use of electronic medical records
(EMR), telehealth and home healthcare would
become norm. The goal to provide anytime,
anywhere, and personalized healthcare services
challenge network and service mobility,
availability, reliability, and security/privacy from
transmission, storage to data mining of patient
data.
The article “A Look at Future Mobile Healthcare
Applications” describes various healthcare
scenarios from home to hospital which require
mobility
support
and
operation
over
heterogeneous networks. The author presents an
overview of the application requirements in each
scenario. As different networking technologies
have
vastly
different
communication
characteristics, such as coverage area, data rate,
delays and power consumption, different
networks and protocol stacks are expected to be
used for different applications at different places.
This article then proposes an architecture which
simplifies mobile healthcare applications to
operate in such environments.
The article “E-Doctor: A Real-time Home
Monitoring and Mobile Healthcare Platform”
introduces an integrated real-time home
monitoring and mobile healthcare platform,
called E-Doctor. E-doctor can monitor patients’
body condition continuously, transmit the health
data in real-time, automatically generate alarm
signal and allow the doctors diagnose remotely.
It also maintains a comprehensive healthcare
database for every patient. Various monitors on
one patient are connected by one smart phone
forming a star-topology, where the smart phone
is the gateway and monitors are clients.
Bluetooth technique is adopted as the
transmission protocol between the monitors and
smart phones.
In the article “Privacy-preserving Wireless Data
Transmission for e-Healthcare Applications”, the
privacy issues are presented and some state-ofart solutions are reviewed. The patient privacy
issues are categorized into two types: data
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privacy and communication privacy. Patients
must be able to select the access policy for their
own personal information and apply distinct
access policies to their medical records in
different situations. In addition, to preserve
identity privacy, location privacy, and contextual
privacy, the communication protocols must resist
an attack which aims to link the source and the
destination of a transaction. The article also
discusses the trade-off between safety, privacy,
and access control in different contextual cases.
While EHR-based healthcare systems offer
convenience and flexibility such as anytime
anywhere medical record access, they also put
patients’ medical data privacy into great danger.
Privacy breaches can be incurred in the handling
of the EHRs, e.g., storage, retrieval, transfer,
update, where secure storage plays an important
role because it is the foundation for all the other
operations to be carried out securely.The article
“Data Privacy and Secure Storage for Electronic
Health Record” presents a cloud based solution
for protecting EHR data privacy while making it
convenient for secure storage and emergency
treatment. Patients can obtain dedicated service
from the cloud service provider to set up their
personal clouds. The personal clouds process
patients’ EHRs (e.g., encryption), store the result
on the public cloud, and retrieve the EHRs upon
physicians' requests after proper authentication.
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1. Introduction
Healthcare practice is undergoing extraordinary
and rapid changes now. For example, use of
electronic medical records (EMR), telehealth
technologies and home healthcare would become
norm rather than an exception in future.
Provisioning of anytime, anywhere healthcare
services imply mobile patients, mobile caregivers
and mobile applications. Patient borne sensors
and caregivers will be integrated into an EMR
everywhere.
As
different
networking
technologies
have
vastly
different
communication characteristics, such as coverage
area, data rate, delays and power consumption,
different networks will be used for different
applications at different places. More than one
networking technology will be used by enabling
operation over heterogeneous networks to
provide seamless connectivity in a reliable
manner to form a tightly integrated system for
patient safety.
2. Healthcare Delivery Scenarios
In this section we categorize different healthcare
scenarios, list wireless networking technologies
and class of applications used in each.
Hospitals: In hospitals web-based applications
are used to provide: a) administrative functions
such as billing and discharge; b) medical
applications such as lab reports and electronic
medical records. Also, there are custom IT-like
applications such as PACS which may not be
web based. IT type applications are characterized
by high bandwidth requirements with high
tolerance of delays and immunity to some data
loss in network layers. In contrast real-time life
critical applications such as remote monitoring of
physiological parameters, such as ECG, have low
data rate with low tolerance to packet loss in
network layers. Other applications such as
remote control of medical devices, such as
infusion pumps, require very low date rate
capabilities and very high data reliability with no
data loss at the application layer. Some of the
applications require continuity of sessions as
patients are allowed to ambulate or when they
are moved around in hospitals.
In hospitals, traditionally proprietary dedicated
wireless networks were used to carry life-critical
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real-time streaming data, however, more recently
Wi-Fi networks are being used either exclusively
to carry life critical data or in wireless spectrum
configured to be shared with IT applications by
using IEEE 802.11e QoS features to provide
priority to life critical data. In addition to Wi-Fi,
WPAN technologies such as Zigbee is used for
shorter range communication, for example, to
connect physiological sensors on the body to a
body worn concentrator which further transmits
the data to the wireless infrastructure.
Homes: In the coming decades it is expected that
the proportion of elderly population will grow.
Shortage of clinicians coupled with rising
healthcare costs will lead to many non-critical
healthcare services being provided at home, for
example elderly care and diabetes management.
Typical applications include web-based transfer
of data to caregivers or clinicians, potential voice
calls and video conferencing sessions with them,
automatic alerts to caregivers for emergency
conditions, for example, by a fall detector. To
provide greater flexibility for elderly, they may
be also monitored while away from home, thus
making use of cellular technologies and mobility
support a requirement for these scenarios.
In home traditional land line telephones (POTS)
has been used to transfer patient data to
clinicians. Availability of Wi-Fi residential
gateways in homes is increasing and more home
monitoring systems will have the capability to
use Wi-Fi as well. Cellular 3G/4G systems are
being increasingly used for data transfer
activities and, correspondingly, it is expected that
home monitoring will evolve to use this
capability as well. Availability of wider
bandwidths in Wi-Fi and cellular 4G
technologies will make video conferencing
sessions more prevalent in home care scenarios.
Most of the applications in this scenario are used
to push data to caregivers, EMRs (electronic
medical records) or to send alerts. However,
some may require session initiation from remote
end, for example, in response to a fall detector
alert received from an elderly patient, a call
center may initiate a voice callback to check on
his or her status.
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Mobile Caregiver: In this scenario mobile
caregiver receives medical alerts, accesses
patient EMRs, talks or participates in
teleconferences with colleagues and patients
anytime, anywhere. For example, in one scenario
an emergency responder responds to an
emergency call and provides immediate care to
patient with chest pain at home. A heart monitor
is attached to the patient and the ECG and other
vitals are sent to another remote specialist. An
audio or video session with the remote specialist
is established over a portable device for remote
consultation. During the session the patient EMR
is shared between the caregivers. Also, patient’s
next of kin are informed about the patient
condition by text messages.
In this scenario, wireless technologies such as
cellular 3G/4G or Wi-Fi technologies are
expected to provide connectivity to the internet.
The medical data is exchanged using web-based
applications or via remote collaboration
applications. There are sessions for real-time
streaming, video and voice. The sessions could
be initiated from either end. Presently, voice
calls are typically carried through a protocol
stack provided by cellular companies which is
different and distinct from TCP/IP stack used by
computer applications.
Telehealth: In this emerging scenario, healthcare
services are provided by clinical practitioners to
patients who are in remote location; typically
staffed by generalists or trained technicians. A
high definition video teleconferencing session is
used to have interactive session with patients and,
optionally, it is connected with diagnostic tools
to provide real-time audio or video data to the
remote clinician to aid in diagnosis. Most of the
time telehealth facilities are stationary; however,
they could be mobile, for example, in mobile
clinics which tour remote sparsely populated
areas.

operation
over
heterogeneous
networks
regardless of underlying protocols used. For
example, in the current architecture, as shown in
Figure 1, voice and messaging applications are
carried through cellular stack but video, data and
real-time streaming applications are carried over
TCP/IP stack. The current architecture requires
applications to be aware of the available client
network connections to use appropriate protocol
and network interface to establish a voice session.
This increases application complexity.

Figure 1. Different networks use different protocols to
transfer multimedia data.

Future wireless networks are expected to be all
IP-based, therefore, an application framework
conforming to this architecture will simplify
applications which are expected to be mobile and
operate over heterogeneous networks. We
propose to use a middleware to include mobility
management, session management and real-time
transport in one intermediate layer. The
intermediate layer is based on IETF SIP [3]
protocol and it provides a common API to
applications regardless of the type of the
underlying network. The proposed architecture is
shown in Fig. 2.

Two-way high definition web conferencing and
data transfer are more important applications in
this scenario. High bandwidth wired networks,
or wireless networks such as Wi-Fi or 4G
cellular networks could satisfy the application
requirements in this scenario.
3. Mobility in Different Scenarios
The application requirement and capabilities of
different types of wireless networks are
discussed in [1, 2]. In this article we will discuss
an application architecture which lends itself to
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Figure 2. Applications use a common API to transfer
multimedia data regardless of the underlying network type.

In this architecture, the end-points are addressed
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by a SIP URI, which is similar to an email
address. By using a SIP URI an application’s
identity is dis-associated from its physical
location. This architecture allows additional
benefits such as handover over heterogeneous
networks and sessions which are initiated from a
central location. The reader is referred to [4] for
more details.
4. Conclusions
In this article we described different healthcare
scenarios which require mobility support and
operation over heterogeneous networks. We
present an overview of the application
requirements in each scenario and the associated
wireless networks which are expected to be used.
Mobility requires operation over heterogeneous
networks, and an architecture is proposed which
simplifies mobile healthcare applications to
operate in such environments.
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1.

Introduction

With the newly development of machine-tomachine (M2M) technique and biomedical
sensing technique, remote health care application
is becoming a hot topic recent years. Both
academic and industrial researchers become
interested in this field because of remote
healthcare’s significant social impact and benefit.
Using advanced biomedical sensors, the body
condition of patients and aging persons can be
monitored at home. Through wireless
communication, their doctors and families can
monitor their body condition in real time
remotely and take suitable treatment and clinical
care. It is estimates that more than 200 million
people in the EU and the US suffer from one or
several diseases where home monitoring can
become a treatment option. In that case, they
don’t need to visit the hospital regularly, which
saves a lot of time and money. Meanwhile, as
continuous monitoring can discover symptoms
earlier, it helps preventing the disease from
growing severely. Therefore, home monitoring
and remote healthcare can significantly improve
people’s life quality, especially for chronic
patient and aging people.
There have been several existing studies on
remote monitoring [2-8], however, most of them
focus on the wireless body area network
technique, without providing an integrated endto-end home monitoring and mobile healthcare
platform. Disease management and diagnosis
after the signal transmission are not considered.
However, this component is as important as the
medical signal monitoring in remote healthcare.
In this paper, we will introduce our novel
integrated real-time home monitoring and mobile
healthcare platform, called E-Doctor. E-doctor
can
monitor
patients’
body condition
continuously, transmit the health data in realtime, automatically generate alarm signal and
allow the doctors diagnose remotely. It also
maintains a comprehensive healthcare database
for every patient.
2.

System Architecture

The E-Doctor platform consists of three key
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components, real-time medical data collection,
remote disease management and healthcare data
center.
Medical data are observed and collected in real
time by various biomedical monitors, which are
placed on top of patients’ body. These medical
data are monitored at home and are transmitted
to the remote healthcare data center. Remote
disease management system then read the data
from the healthcare data center. Leveraging the
remote disease management system, the doctors
and nurses can learn the patients’ condition and
diagnose remotely. They can also interact with
the patient or his/her family by text, audio or
video communication. The healthcare data center
is a central database, where all the patients’
monitoring data are stored and the treatment and
medication records are saved. The healthcare
data center also provides various operations on
the database such as search, sort, and other
statistic tools. Leveraging which, patients or
doctors can easily trace one’s health condition by
viewing the medical condition during a long
duration or derive certain relationships between
certain symptom and the disease.
3. Real-Time Medical Data Collection
Real-time medical data collection component
takes charge of the original medical data
collection and transmission.
Various kinds of monitors are developed to
monitor different biomedical parameter. For
example,
blood
pressure
monitor,
electrocardiography (ECG) monitor, blood
oxygen monitor, air flow monitor, glucose
monitor observes and collects the blood pressure,
ECG, blood oxygen, respiration and glucose
signals respectively. All these monitors are
small-size and easy to wear. Patients can wear
them or use them any time as they work in office
or stay at home for medical signal monitoring.
E-Doctor delivers the medical data from the
monitors to the data center based on machine-tomachine (M2M) technique. Each healthcare
monitor is equipped with a wireless
communication module, which can communicate
with the corresponding module in a smart phone.
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Various monitors on one patient are connected
by one smart phone forming a star-topology,
where the smart phone is the gateway and
monitors are clients. All the monitoring data are
transmitted out of the body area network through
the gate way. Many monitors can communicate
with and transmit data to the gateway
simultaneously.
In E-doctor, Bluetooth [1] technique is adopted
as the transmission protocol between the
monitors and smart phones. Compared with other
techniques such as WiFi or Zigbee, Bluetooth
consumes lower transmission power while
supporting a high enough data rate. Low energy
consumption and real-time data transmission are
two basic requirements for healthcare monitor
design. The monitor should work as long as
possible in one power charging cycle. It should
also be able to support sufficient bandwidth to
transmit the monitor data in real-time. As WiFi
has large power consumption, and Zigbee cannot
support high enough transmission rate, Bluetooth
is a suitable choice for monitor data transmission.
As for the transmission from the gateway
smartphone to the remote healthcare data center,
GPRS or 3G technique are adopted. As mobile
2G/3G network is ubiquitous, such technique
provide everywhere coverage of the remote
monitoring system.
4. Remote Disease Management Platform
While the real-time medical data collection
system transmitted the signals from the patient at
home to the remote healthcare data center, the
remote disease management platform provides
auto-alarm function as well as diagnosis and
real-time interaction function between doctors
and patients.
Remote disease management platform can send
auto-alarm signal when abnormal conditions
happened. The platform reads original healthcare
signals from the data center and analyzes them in
real time. When abnormal conditions happened,
it sends auto-alarm signals to both doctors and
patients’ family. It also provides both a web
application and a smart phone application for
them to check the patient’s current status either
on desktop computer or smart phone, helping to
diagnose the disease.
The remote disease management platform
provides various kinds of interaction functions
between doctors and patients. Patients can
communicate with doctors about their symptom
and the doctors can tell them the medication
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treatment. The communications are conducted
either in text, audio or video phone.
By tracing the trends of the patients’ physical
condition, the platform can automatically provide
disease management function and propose
suitable intervention scheme for the patients.
This is effective especially for chronic diseases.
In that case, the patients no longer need to drive
to the hospital time and time again. The platform
can trace their physical condition in real-time
and send to the doctors. The advices from the
doctors can also be sent back to the patients in
time. The patients only need to follow the
doctor’s advice at home and visit the hospital
when his/her condition goes severe.
5. Healthcare Date Center
E-doctor Platform maintains a healthcare data
center for all the patients. This is a distributed
cloud-based database. For one patient, all its
real-time monitoring data as well as the
medication records, treatment records are stored.
All the data can be accessed from cloud client
such as smart phone, laptop or desktop anywhere.
The data center provides not only basic database
operations such as search and sort, it also
function as a data warehouse and provide huge
amount of healthcare data for data mining and
machine learning. Based on the information in
this data center, using data mining technique
such as Bayesian network, reasoning technique,
certain unknown relationship between certain
symptom and the disease can be found, which
can facilitate future biomedical research.
5. Conclusions
In summary, E-Doctor is an integrated real-time
monitoring and remote healthcare platform. It
provides various continuous body condition
parameter monitoring and remote disease
management
function.
It
maintains
a
comprehensive healthcare database for every
user and analyzes the body conditions
automatically. With the wide deployment of EDoctor system, more and more patients can
obtain benefit from its superiority.
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1. Introduction
Recent advances in body sensors and wireless
communications have revealed the possibility of
providing remote healthcare monitoring and fast
emergency services to patients via a smart ehealthcare system. The e-healthcare system
pervasively adopts electronic and portable
devices, such as smart phones, to monitor,
transmit, and store patient medical records, and
shifts healthcare tasks from a traditional clinical
environment to a pervasive patient-centered
setting. Such system has been widely regarded as
a potential solution to reduce healthcare expenses
through more efficient use of clinical resources
and earlier detection of medical conditions.
However, the e-healthcare system leads to more
challenging privacy issues especially when
wireless data transmission from patients to
healthcare service providers is employed. To
increase public acceptability from privacysensitive patients, it is critical to investigate their
privacy requirements for various e-healthcare
applications and maximally preserve patient
privacy based on these requirements.
2. Patient Privacy for e-Healthcare
Patient privacy for healthcare applications has
been extensively explored among government
officers, research scholars and industrial
investors in the past years. Government
legislations, such as the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and
the Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH),
introduce penalty rules towards the privacy
violations by healthcare service providers and
prompt these providers to find privacy enhancing
technologies to protect medical records.
However, privacy policies are often dynamic and
should be defined according to system and
environmental changes [1]. The current
legislations are disconnected to the everincreasing patient privacy requirements and
cannot fit the emerging e-healthcare applications.
For example, healthcare monitoring devices
become smaller, light-weighted and smarter such
that they can be easily deployed around, on or in
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human body. Patients are able to read their
medical records directly from the devices and
they require to primarily controlling the access to
their privacy-sensitive records. Patient selfcontrollable privacy preservation has been
proposed in [2,3,4], aiming to grant any
healthcare service providers an access to patient
medical records following patient access policies.
Meanwhile, certain privacy requirements in the
traditional wireless communication design also
need to be extended for e-healthcare applications.
These privacy requirements can be the protection
of identity information, location information, and
transmitted data etc. In the following, we
categorize the privacy issues for e-healthcare
applications into two types: data privacy and
communication privacy, and present some stateof-art solutions [5,6,7,8].
3. Data Privacy
The e-healthcare applications require finegrained access control for privacy-sensitive data
(i.e., medical records). The access control must
be patient-centric, since patients are able to
monitor, store and transmit the data using
portable devices for most cases. In other words,
patients must be able to select the access policy
for their own personal information and apply
distinct access policies to their medical records
in different situations. For example, in a normal
situation they may only send their data to a
remote trusted authority; whereas, in a lifethreatening scenario they may want to
disseminate the data around to find a helper
while disclosing minimal personal information to
the public. The trade-off between safety, privacy,
and access control in different contextual cases is
shown in Figure 1(a). The research efforts [5,6]
have been devoted to attribute-based encryption
(ABE) schemes for fine-grained access control
without lengthy user authorization process. Such
schemes encrypt a patient’s medical record with
an access tree, where each leaf node represents
an attribute (or access role) and each non-leaf
node represents a threshold value shown in
Figure 1(b). An access tree can be semantically
transformed to a Boolean function. If the
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healthcare service provider has an attribute set
that satisfies the Boolean function, he/she is able
to decrypt the patient’s medical record. In this
way, the access to patient medical records can be
controlled by patients themselves. Patients are
able to choose appropriate access policies for
different e-healthcare applications and only
allow other users they trust to access their
privacy-sensitive medical records.
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_
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2
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2
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A
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B

(a)

E
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Figure 1. Trade-off and access policy
4. Communication Privacy
The communication privacy for e-healthcare is to
protect multiple types of information related to
communication entities, e.g., patients and
healthcare service providers. Patient identity and
location information are most critical and they
must be protected from unauthorized entities by
default unless patients allow the disclosure for
special purposes. In [7], the multiple pseudonym
technique is adopted to attain identity privacy
preservation and location privacy preservation.
The basic idea is to require patients to frequently
change the pseudonyms that are used for
authentication. Since other users cannot link the
pseudonyms to the real identities of patients,
patient’ identities cannot be retrieved from the
communications. Moreover, as the pseudonyms
are generated independently, the transactions
from one patient are not linkable and any other
users cannot trace the patient’s behaviors.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Figure 2. Several contextual privacy cases
Another contextual privacy [8] has also been
addressed for the wireless data transmission of ehealthcare applications. To preserve contextual
privacy, the communication protocols must resist
an attack which aims to link the source and the
destination of a transaction. If an adversary is
able to do so, the relations between patients and
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healthcare service providers will be exposed and
the patient medical conditions might be revealed.
In [8], a mix technique is utilized to resolve this
problem. The main idea is to cut off the relation
between the input and the output. As shown in
Figure 2, the contextual privacy of Cases 1 and 2
is easily violated since an adversary can link the
patient with the healthcare services provider by
simply comparing the contents in the transactions.
For Case 3, a relay user re-randomizes the
transaction but it cannot preserve contextual
privacy since the input number and the output
number are both one, and an adversary can still
link them. The contextual privacy is successfully
preserved in Case 4, where 2 patients and 2
healthcare service providers connect to the same
relay user. The probability that the adversary has
a correct observation is only 1/2. Therefore, the
above mix technique can be used to preserve
contextual privacy if at least a relay user has m
inputs and n outputs. The parameters (m,n)
should be as large as possible. Otherwise, the
contextual privacy level will decrease quickly.
5. Conclusion
E-healthcare systems are very promising and
attractive to both healthcare service providers
and patients since they can provide long-term,
real-time monitoring and fast emergency services
anywhere at any time. As the transmitted data in
such system is often privacy-sensitive to patients,
patient privacy concerns must be well addressed.
In this article, we have presented the privacy
issues specifically for wireless data transmission
in e-healthcare systems, and provided potential
solutions to resolve these problems.
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1. Introduction
Advances in wireless communications and
computing technologies have lent great forces to
migrating healthcare systems from the paperbased to the EHR (electronic health record)based, giving rise to increased efficiency in
human operations, reduced storage costs and
medical errors, improved data availability and
sharing, etc. While EHR-based healthcare
systems offer convenience and flexibility such as
anytime anywhere medical record access, they
also put patients’ medical data privacy into great
danger. Patients’ concerns on their medical data
privacy thus become one of the major barriers in
the deployment of EHR-based healthcare
systems. Privacy breaches can be incurred in the
handling of the EHRs, e.g., storage, retrieval,
transfer, update, where secure storage plays an
important role because it is the foundation for all
the other operations to be carried out securely.

2. EHR Data Privacy
Data privacy of electronic health record refers to
the confidentiality and access restrictions of
patients' protected health information (PHI)
which contains sensitive and personal
information such as disease history and
undergoing treatment. There are good reasons for
keeping the records private and limiting the
access to only minimum-necessary information:
an employer may decide not to hire someone
with psychological issues, an insurance company
may refuse to provide life insurance when aware
of the disease history of a patient, a person with
certain types of disease may be discriminated by
the healthcare provider, and so on. However,
fundamental developments of healthcare systems
have threatened the confidentiality of medical
records and patient privacy [1], one of which is
the exponential increase in the use of computers
and automated information systems for health
records. Computers connected to a network are
now commonly used by healthcare providers to
store and retrieve patients' electronic EHRs.
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Protecting patients’ medical data privacy in
EHR-based healthcare systems is a highly
challenging task. According to the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) that was established in the US to
regulate EHR related operations, patients should
have full control over the creation, modification,
release and access of their EHRs. This privacy
policy may cause conflicts with or inconvenience
for some other EHR related operations, i.e., EHR
storage,
emergency
treatment.
Detailed
discussions on preserving patient privacy and
facilitating emergency treatment can be found in
[2]. Patients nowadays tend to choose third-party
services (e.g., Microsoft HealthVault) that store
their EHRs for easy access. Storing medical data
on an untrusted or semi-trusted server increases
the risks of medical data leakage and illegal
access. In emergencies when patients are unable
to grant access to or physically release their
EHRs, security mechanisms should be in place to
ensure timely and proper access to the medical
data. In what follows, we discuss the issues
around secure EHR storage while keeping
emergency treatment in mind.

3. Secure EHR Storage
The third-party storage site is commonly
assumed to be honest-but-curious in the sense
that it does not maliciously delete or modify the
stored EHRs for no gain. Instead, it is curious
about the content of the EHRs which contain
sensitive information and may sell the stored
EHRs for monetary gain. A few research works
[3-6] address the issue of secure EHR storage.
Tan et al. [3] specify the algorithms for storing
and retrieving health records. The scheme in fact
failed to achieve privacy protection in that the
storage site will learn the ownership of the
encrypted records (i.e., which records are from
which patient) in order to return the desired
records to the querying doctor. Such leakage will
compromise patients’ privacy by violating the
unlinkability requirement. Both [3] and [4]
assume the existence of wireless body sensor
networks (WBSNs) where the PDA can act on
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the patient’s behalf for emergency treatment. The
drawback of these solutions is that they cannot
be applied when a trusted device (e.g., PDA) is
not available. In [5] and [6], patients encrypt
their own EHRs and store them on a third-party
server to preserve EHR data privacy. Both
proposals are capable of coping with emergency
situations where [5] relies on attribute-based
encryption to finely control physicians’ access
rights and [6] leverages some backup
mechanisms that act on patients’ behalf upon
emergencies. The fine-grained access control in
[5] assumes personal attribute authorities who
grant access rights to emergency physicians. It is
not clear who will take the role of these
authorities in practice. The backup mechanisms
in [6] rely on someone or something the patient
trusts whose availability cannot be guaranteed at
all times.
A promising solution for protecting EHR data
privacy while making it convenient for secure
storage and emergency treatment, is to leverage
personal clouds, as shown in Fig. 1. Patients can
obtain dedicated service (represented by the
shaded servers in Fig. 1) from the cloud service
provider to set up their personal clouds.

personal clouds. In emergencies, personal clouds
are always available to act on patients’ behalf to
decrypt the requested EHRs for emergency
physicians. However, unlike the trusted personal
device, personal clouds are still third-party
servers that are honest-but-curious. It brings out
the challenging question: Given the power of
decrypting the EHRs, how to guarantee the
personal clouds do not engage in activities such
as illegally distributing or selling these medical
data? We propose to use the secret sharing
technique, where the personal clouds need to
maintain certain proof (i.e., a signature from the
physician who requested the patient's EHRs).
Since the personal cloud is the only entity
(besides the patient himself) that is able to
decrypt the EHRs, any illegal leakage of EHRs
can be traced back to the personal cloud unless it
can provide the proof for a genuine request. The
personal cloud based solution for secure storage
while ensuring EHR data privacy and emergency
treatment is part of our ongoing research.

4. Conclusion
Medical data privacy is of paramount importance
to both patients and the deployment of EHRbased healthcare systems that offer great features.
Protecting data privacy is becoming an
increasingly challenging issue since careless
designs will hinder other important EHR-related
operations such as secure storage and emergency
treatment. In this article, we reviewed the
requirements for EHR data privacy and secure
storage. We also discussed their relationship and
presented a promising solution to achieve the
requirements.
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